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 This paper provides an empirical investigation of the way immigration affects labour 
market outcomes of native born workers in the UK, set beside a theoretical 
discussion of the underlying economic mechanisms. We discuss the problems that 
may arise in empirical estimations, and suggest ways to address these problems. 
Our empirical analysis is based on data from the British Labour Force Survey. We 
show that the overall skill distribution of Britain’s immigrant workforce is remarkably 
similar to that of the native born workforce. We investigate the impact of 
immigration on employment, participation, unemployment and wages of the resident 
population. We find no evidence that immigration has overall effects on any of these 
outcomes at the aggregate level. There is some evidence that effects are different 
for different educational groups. 
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Abstract

This paper provides an empirical investigation of the way immigration affects labour

market outcomes of native born workers in the UK, set beside a theoretical discussion

of the underlying economic mechanisms. We discuss the problems that may arise in

empirical estimations, and suggest ways to address these problems. Our empirical

analysis is based on data from the British Labour Force Survey. We show that the

overall skill distribution of Britain’s immigrant workforce is remarkably similar to that

of the native born workforce. We investigate the impact of immigration on employment,

participation, unemployment and wages of the resident population. We find no evidence

that immigration has overall effects on any of these outcomes at the aggregate level.

There is some evidence that effects are different for different educational groups.



1 Introduction

The possible negative effects of immigration on wages and employment outcomes of na-

tive workers is one of the core concerns in the public debate on immigration. Economic

theory is well suited to help understand the possible consequences of immigration for

receiving economies, and the theoretical aspects of the possible effects of immigration

for the receiving economies’ labour markets are well understood. That is not to say that

predictions of theory are clear-cut, however. It is compatible with economic models

that changes in the size or composition of the labour force resulting from immigration

could harm the labour market prospects of some native workers; however, it is likewise

compatible with theory that immigration even when changing the skill composition of

the workforce has no effects on wages and employment of native workers, at least in the

long run. Economic models predict that labour market effects of immigration depend

most importantly on the structure of the receiving economy, as well as the skill mix of

the immigrants, relative to the resident population.

Without empirical test, predictions of theoretical models remain at best well-

reasoned speculation, and are not suited to guide policy. To quantify the effects of

immigration on wages and employment of resident workers is therefore a main concern

of economic analysis. A considerable number of papers address this issue, most of them

for the US, with some studies for other European countries.1 Most papers find effects

of immigration on wages and employment prospects of native workers which are ei-

1Studies for the US include Altonji and Card 1991, Borjas 1987, 2003, Butcher and Card 1990,

Card 1990, 2001 and this feature, and LaLonde and Topel 1991. Studies for Europe include Pischke

and Velling 1994 for Germany, Hunt 1992 for France, Carrington and de Lima 1996 for Portugal and

Winter-Ebmer and Zweimüller 1996, 1999 for Austria, Friedberg 2001 and Cohen and Paserman 2004

for Israel. See Dustmann and Glitz 2005 for an extensive survey of the literature. Other surveys

include Borjas 1994, 1999 and Friedberg and Hunt 1995.
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ther modest or absent. However, the general conclusion some draw from this evidence,

that immigration has at most modest adverse effects on employment and wages, is not

undisputed, and there is an ongoing debate about measurement and identification (see

Borjas 2003).

While there are many empirical studies for the US, and some work for other Euro-

pean countries, no analysis exists for the UK. Given the difference in recent migration

history, settlement, and type of immigrants to Britain, it would be wrong to infer from

other studies the possible effects of immigration on the UK labour market. One pur-

pose of this paper is to fill the gap in evidence for the UK. We commence by pointing

out the circumstances under which we should expect immigration to have an effect on

labour market outcomes of native workers, and the circumstances under which such

effects may not be expected.

We then describe our empirical strategy. Our empirical model is directly derived

from the theoretical work, and allows therefore a straightforward interpretation of pa-

rameters within the framework set out by the theory. The dominant methodology in

the literature, which we follow also in this paper, is to seek to infer labour market

effects from spatial correlations between local immigrant inflows and local changes in

the labour market outcomes of natives. At the stage of empirical implementation,

this methodology raises a number of important issues. Most of these relate to a clear

isolation of the effect of immigration on native labour market outcomes from other

associated phenomena, particularly in a context where immigrant inflows are them-

selves the outcome of economic decisions. We shall discuss the appropriate empirical

strategies to solve these problems, and implement them as far as our data allows us to

do so. For our analysis, we will use data from the British Labour Force Survey (LFS).

We commence in the next section with a brief account of the relevant economic

theory that underlies the subsequent empirical work, and a discussion of the problems
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which occur on the empirical level. Next we describe the skill distribution of immigrants

to the UK. We then explain the data sources we use and report results of our empirical

analysis. Finally, we draw conclusions and suggest avenues for future work.

2 Theory

The theoretical analysis of the labour market effects of immigration sees effects as aris-

ing from the changes it introduces in supply of skills and consequent change in labour

market equilibrium. Typically a distinction is drawn between skilled and unskilled

labour. Immigration inflows affect the skill composition of the labour force if the skill

composition of immigrants does not match the skill composition of natives. This change

in skill composition leads to disequilibrium between supply of and cost-minimising de-

mand for different labour types at existing wages and output levels. Restoration of

equilibrium will almost certainly therefore involve short run changes in wages and em-

ployment levels of different skill types and may or may not require long run changes

as we allow the economy’s output mix also to adjust2.

The literature includes different approaches to theoretical modelling of these pro-

cesses, implying different conclusions about the nature of long run effects. The main

differences in assumptions made involve (i) differences in the number of goods pro-

duced and therefore in the flexibility of the economy to adapt through changes in mix

of outputs, and (ii) differences in openness of the goods sector to trade and therefore

in the extent to which output prices are set locally or on world markets.

2A less common approach (see for example Lalonde and Topel 1991) treats immigrant and native

labour as different labour types. In such a model the effect of immigration depends on substitutability

between immigrant labour and native labour of different skill levels. The form of equations arising for

estimation are nonetheless not dissimilar to those under the more common approach.
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Models assuming limited flexibility of output mix or closedness to international

trade tend to predict that immigration will have long run wage and employment effects.

Such features are typical of the underlying framework used as a motivation for empirical

work in this literature (see for example the models of Borjas 1999 or Card 2001).3. On

the other hand, models assuming a sufficiently high degree of flexibility in the mix of

output produced in the traded goods sector predict an absence of long run effects on

labour market outcomes, at least to small scale immigration.

For illustration, consider first the effects of immigration into an economy which

produces, with a constant returns to scale technology, one output good only, sold at

a price set on world markets, and using three factors of production: capital, skilled

labour, and unskilled labour.4 Assume also that capital supply is perfectly elastic

(which would be the case if the rate of return to capital is set on world markets) and

labour supply of both skill groups is completely inelastic. Finally, assume that the

skill composition of immigrants differs from that of native workers, and consider for

illustration the case where all immigrants are low skilled. In this case, immigration

will lead to a decrease in wages of low skilled native workers as the economy moves

down the marginal product of labour curve for unskilled workers. If the change is more

than marginal, then the immigrants are paid less than their average product and the

owners of other factors enjoy a surplus from immigration. Since the return to capital

is fixed this surplus accrues to skilled workers whose wages rise while those of native

unskilled workers fall. There is therefore an aggregate gain but also redistribution with

one labour type losing while the other gains. More generally, in such an economy,

3In this, these models share the features of standard models used in the broader literature on wage

determination. See, for example, the papers of Katz and Murphy 1992, Murphy and Welch 1992 and

Card and Lemieux 2001.
4Technical details are given in the Appendix.
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and if immigrants differ in their skill composition from natives, per capita income of

the native population will increase as a consequence of migration, but the gains of

migration are unequally distributed.

Supposing now that labour supply is actually somewhat elastic, immigration may

also cause (voluntary) unemployment among those natives whose wages fall and who

choose therefore to withdraw from supplying labour. Finally, notice that any wage

effects are a consequence of immigration changing the skill structure of the workforce.

No effects are to be expected if immigrants resemble resident workers in their skill

composition. Below we will investigate this empirically for the UK.

More generally, the lack of flexibility in an economy with a homogeneous traded

goods sector means that there are insufficient degrees of freedom to accommodate

changes in the skill mix through changes in the output mix. Wage changes are therefore

not zero even in the long run.

Now contrast these conclusions with those appropriate to an economy with a het-

erogeneous traded goods sector in which output prices are fixed on world markets (and

which, therefore, has relatively high flexibility in the output mix of traded goods).

Assume again that labour supply is inelastic, and that migration is unskilled. Holding

outputs fixed, immigration would, as before, drive down wages of unskilled workers

(and increase wages of skilled labour). This however drives up profits in that sector

which uses unskilled labour more intensively and should therefore lead to a relative ex-

pansion of production in that sector, pushing up demand for unskilled labour and hence

unskilled wages. Assuming the eventual equilibrium continues to involve positive pro-

duction in all traded goods sectors, wages should return to the initial pre-immigration

equilibrium.5 Rather than impacting on wages, long run effects of immigration are

5In the extreme case, for sufficiently large scale immigration of unskilled labour, the economy may

specialise in producing only the good that uses the immigrating factor more intensively. Factor price
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felt in the output mix with production of the good using unskilled labour relatively

intensively expanding according to predictions of the Rybczinski (1955) theorem.

Leamer and Levinsohn (1995) refer to this as the hypothesis of factor price in-

sensitivity6. This possible adjustment mechanism is sometimes mentioned in studies

on the labour market impact of immigration (see, for example, Chiswick 1993, Borjas

1999, Card 2001, Friedberg and Hunt 1995 or Pischke and Velling 1997). Several recent

contributions lay more stress on the need for models with multiple goods and openness

to trade (see, for example, Kuhn and Wooton 1991, Scheve and Slaughter 2001, Hanson

and Slaughter 1999, 2001, Gaston and Nelson 2000, 2001). If labour supply is elastic,

there may be both employment and wage effects in the short run, before output mix

can fully adjust. Again, as in the one output case, no effects of migration on wages and

employment are to be expected if the composition of migrant labour resembles that of

the resident pre-migration population.

This exposition shows that a variety of possible outcomes are compatible with eco-

nomic theory. Immigration may depress wages and employment of natives. However,

it is by no means inconsistent with economic theory to think that long run responses

to immigration may involve no effect, or that immigration increases wages of work-

ers complementary to immigrant labour. As for the long run effects, what matters is

the openness of the economy to trade and the flexibility of the economy to adjust in

respects other than wages and in particular through the mix of output produced.7

insensitivity will therefore prevail only as long as the factor endowments remain in the original “cone

of diversification” (see Bhagwati, Panagariya and Srinivasan 1998, chapter 28).
6This result is related to the well known factor price equalisation result of trade theory - see, for

example, Woodland 1982, Samuelson 1948 - although it is a weaker result.
7Card (this feature), drawing on Lewis (2003), reports that there is little evidence for the US that

changes in industry structure are taking place. Lewis (2003) suggests that employers possibly adapt

to the relative supply of different skill groups in their local market by introducing innovations that
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3 Empirical Implementation

The dominant approach to estimation of such a model in the literature is that referred

to by Borjas (1999) as the “spatial correlations” approach. Effects of immigration are

identified from the spatial correlation between immigrant labour inflows and changes

in native or overall labour market outcomes (or between immigrant population shares

and levels of these outcomes). Spatial units are intended to correspond to geographical

labour markets.

The key problem in empirical analysis is to compare the economic outcomes of

certain groups of the resident population in particular cells after immigration with

the counterfactual outcomes that would be observed had migration not taken place.

While the first measure is observable, the second is not, and needs to be constructed.

Construction of this counterfactual involves always assumptions which are debatable.

The thought experiment in developing an empirical strategy based on local labour

market variation in immigrant populations is that immigrants are randomly allocated

across local labour markets, and that variation in economic outcomes is related to

variation in immigrant densities. Problems arise with this strategy because levels of

immigrant shares and levels of labour market outcomes may be spatially correlated

because of common fixed influences, leading to a positive or negative statistical corre-

lation between immigrant concentration and economic outcomes, even in the absence

of any genuine effects of immigration. Elimination of common fixed influences could be

achieved by using changes in economic outcomes, and relating them to changes in im-

migrant concentrations. However, the direction of causality between immigrant inflows

and labour market outcomes is not necessarily clear-cut. Immigrants may be attracted

to those areas that are enjoying current economic success. This selective settlement

take advantage of more readily available factors, even in the absence of relative wage changes.
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would lead to an upwardly biased estimate of the effects of immigrants’ concentration

on labour market outcomes of natives.

A possible solution to this problem is to use measures of historic settlement patterns

as instruments for immigrant inflows. The underlying justification is that immigrants

will be attracted to settle where there are existing networks and the presence of in-

dividuals with the same cultural and linguistic background as themselves, inducing

immigrants to settle in areas with already high immigrant concentrations. Preexisting

immigrant concentrations are unlikely to be correlated with current economic shocks

if measured with a sufficient time lag, since existing concentrations are determined

not by current economic conditions, but by historic settlement patterns of previous

immigrants.8 The assumption that lagged values of immigrant stocks are correlated

with employment changes only through their relation with immigrant inflows is an

identifying assumption that is not testable. It could be problematic if local economic

shocks were persistent and instruments were insufficiently lagged. The strength of cor-

relation between lagged concentrations and current inflows is observable in data and

can therefore be assessed.

A further problem with studies that rely on relatively small sample sizes to compute

immigrant concentrations and economic conditions on local level is measurement error.

This is likely to be the case in analysis that is based on a survey of relatively small

sample size. The consequences of any measurement error is aggravated when using

differenced or within groups estimation. This problem is addressed by instrumental

variable estimation as long as the dependence on the regressor is linear, as it is in our

case. The identification strategy we point out above should address measurement error

8Work following this approach (see e.g. Card 2001) has been influenced by the findings of Bartel

(1989) who argued that immigrants in the US tend to settle in areas where immigrant settlement is

already strong.
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as well.

Local labour markets are not closed economies and native workers are free to move

out. If immigration does drive down local wages for certain skill groups then one would

expect there to be pressure for native workers of that skill type to move elsewhere. This

will tend to disperse the impact of immigration through the national economy and

undermine the ability to identify the impact from looking at effects within localities,

leading to downward biased estimates of the effect of immigration on e.g. employment

of native workers. This point has been stressed in numerous contributions. The US

literature contains conflicting opinions on the seriousness of the problem. Borjas (2003)

regards it as more serious than Card (2001, this issue).

For the UK, there is some evidence that mobility is in general low. Gregg, Machin

and Manning (2004) show that mobility amongst low skill/education people is limited,

and often constrained by the housing market. Hatton and Tani (this feature) use data

from the International Passenger Survey and the National Health Service Registration

Data to quantify the relationship between net inflows from abroad and the flows of

residents within the UK. Their findings suggest a negative correlation between immi-

gration to one region from abroad and in-migration from other UK regions, which is

significant for the South-East.

On the level of estimation, the problem is one of an omitted term in the estimated

equation. The most attractive resolution to this problem is available if native outflows

are observable and therefore amenable to incorporation directly into the estimation - a

strategy we follow below. However such outflows are likely to be correlated with shocks

to local economic conditions for the same reasons as immigrant flows, discussed above,

creating a further simultaneity issue. These outflows therefore also need instrumenting

and it is theoretically less clear what would serve as a suitable instrument. In practice

we rely on lags.
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4 Immigrant and Native Skill compositions

In our discussion of the underlying theoretical model we emphasise that there are

no effects of immigration to be expected on labour market outcomes of residents if

immigration does not affect the skill composition of the resident labour force, and if

capital supply is perfectly elastic. In the US, migration over the last decades has been

predominantly unskilled (see e.g. Borjas 1999, Card and Lewis 2005).

The situation for the UK is different, however, with immigrants being more similar

in their education- and skill distribution to the resident population. We illustrate this

by computing the percentage of native born workers, immigrants, and recent immi-

grants as of 2000 in three different education categories. Numbers are based on the

LFS, which we describe in more detail below. We define recent immigrants as individu-

als who entered the UK over the last decade (between 1991 and 2000). Low education

refers to no formal qualification; intermediate education to O-levels (or equivalent);

and advanced education to A-levels or college/university degrees.

We provide mean percentages of individuals in each of the three education groups in

table 1. While the percentage of native born workers in the highest education category

is higher than the percentage of both immigrants and recent immigrants, the latter

two groups are higher in the intermediate education category. For the unqualified, the

percentages of immigrants and natives are fairly similar, while the percentage of recent

immigrants is slightly lower.

These figures suggest that immigrants to the UK are fairly similar in their educa-

tional background to native born workers, at least on the national level.

An alternative measure for the distribution of immigrants across labour market skill

groups is their observed occupational distribution9. Using again data from the 2000

9In this paper, we choose to use education classification in our regressions. Information on occu-
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Table 1: Educational and Occupational Distribution, Immigrants and Natives
EDUCATION

Advanced Intermediate Low

Education Education Education

Natives 0.509 0.318 0.172

Immigrants 0.423 0.393 0.183

Recent immigrants 0.304 0.551 0.145

OCCUPATION

Skilled Semiskilled Unskilled

Natives 0.246 0.397 0.356

Immigrants 0.313 0.361 0.326

Recent immigrants 0.312 0.363 0.324

Source: British Labour Force Survey 2000.

LFS, we have ranked 17 occupational groups by their mean earnings. We have then split

the sample into three groups, which we refer to as “skilled”, “semi-skilled” and “un-

skilled”. The category “skilled” includes the professions with the highest hourly wages:

employers and managers, professional workers, employees with the armed forces. The

category “semiskilled” includes intermediate non-manual workers, junior non-manual

workers, and foreman and supervisors. Finally, the category “unskilled” includes farm-

ers and farm workers, manual workers,and personal service workers.

The numbers in the second panel of the table show a remarkable similarity in the

skill distribution across the three groups of natives, immigrants and recent immigrants.

The similarity between groups is stronger than for the educational classification.

These results suggest that immigrants to the UK have a similar skill distribution to

the native workforce. Based on these figures, we may conclude that on national level

there is no evidence that past or more recent immigration led to an increase of the

ratio of unskilled to semiskilled or skilled workers. However, this does not imply that

the skill distribution of immigrants across local labour markets is likewise similar to

pation is only available consistently for individuals who are employed.
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that of the native population; any conclusion that we should not expect labour market

effects can not be drawn on the basis of this evidence.

5 Data and Descriptives

The data set we use for our analysis is the British Labour Force Survey (LFS). The LFS

is a household survey, conducted by the Office for National Statistics (ONS) on behalf

of the Department for Education and Employment (DfEE). It provides a wide range

of data on labour market statistics and related topics such as training, qualifications,

income and disability. The LFS has been carried out in the UK since 1973. Between

1973 and 1983 it has been on a biennial basis, changing into an annul survey from 1983

onwards. The sample size is about 60,000 households in each survey, or around 0.5%

of the population. From 1992 onwards, the survey changed to a rotating quarterly

panel, with the same individuals being interviewed for five consecutive quarters. Each

quarter about 59,000 households are interviewed with about 138,000 respondents. The

quarterly LFS contains information on gross weekly wages and number of hours worked

for the fifth quarter wave (1992-1996) or the first and the fifth quarter (1997 onwards).

The British LFS contains spatial information only at regional level, except for a brief

interval between 1997 and 1999 when data was made available at county level.

In our empirical analysis, we first focus on employment, defined as the proportion

of the working age population employed. Below we will also present results for partic-

ipation (the proportion of the working age population employed or looking for work),

and unemployment (the proportion of those active in the labour market who are not

employed). For these analyses we use data from the LFS from 1983 onwards10. Wage

information became available only in 1992, and we use data from 1992 until 2000 for

10Information on education is available consistently only from 1983 onwards.
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the wage analysis. We use the log of (gross) hourly wages for the working population

and for the skill subgroups11.

In table 2 we present some summary statistics for the data we use for employment,

unemployment and participation analysis; the analysis for wages considers a shorter

period, and means are displayed in the second panel. In the third panel we report the

means of the regressors used in our analysis, based on the sample used for employment

analysis.

Employment is higher for the better educated, as well as for males, with an average

employment rate of about 77 percent. Unemployment and participation varies in a

similar manner across education groups, with those who are better educated having

a stronger labour market attachment as well as lower rates of unemployment. Wages

are, as expected, considerably higher for those with an advanced education.

In the last panel we display means of variables we use as regressors in our analysis.

As was mentioned above, survey data may be characterised by small sample sizes

when analysing specific groups in the population (like immigrants, in particular when

breaking them down by education group, gender, or other demographic characteristics).

This is due to the fact that immigrants represent a small fraction of the population

(about 7.2 percent across regions and years, as shown in table 2, and 9 percent in LFS

2000), and that their geographical distribution in the UK appears to be very uneven

(about 60% of immigrants of working age are concentrated in the Greater London and

South East regions, against 29% of nonimmigrants).

11Hourly wages are derived dividing gross weekly wages by the number of hours worked.
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Table 2: Descriptive statistics, LFS 1983-2000

Variable Mean Standard deviation

Employment

Total 0.705 0.050

Advanced education 0.808 0.033

Intermediate education 0.712 0.043

Unqualified 0.558 0.075

Unemployment

Total 0.095 0.033

Advanced education 0.064 0.022

Intermediate education 0.100 0.036

Unqualified 0.147 0.044

Participation

Total 0.779 0.032

Advanced education 0.863 0.020

Intermediate education 0.791 0.026

Unqualified 0.652 0.068

Wages (1992-2000)

Total 2.076 0.128

Advanced education 2.237 0.122

Intermediate education 1.817 0.144

Unqualified 1.699 0.134

Immigrant-native ratio 0.072 0.079

ln advanced/unqualified 0.311 0.572

ln intermediate/unqualified 0.052 0.452

Mean native age / 100 0.377 0.010

Mean immigrant age / 100 0.386 0.018
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6 Estimation Strategy

The model we derive in the appendix suggests a relationship between labour market

outcomes and the share of immigrants in the labour market. The estimation specifi-

cation we adopt follows directly from equations (4), (5), (6) and (7) in the appendix.

Wages and labour supply measures are related to immigrant population share π and

to relative sizes of native skill groups, with additional controls for age composition of

the population:

Oit = α0 + α1πit + α2 lnnit + α3ait + λO
t + µO

i + uO
it (1)

where Oit denotes the economic outcome under consideration (we consider employment,

participation, and wages), πit denotes the ratio of immigrant to native population, nit

denotes a vector of native skill group populations and ait denotes a vector of average

ages, all in the ith region in the tth period. Here λO
t and µO

i are year and region effects

and uO
it is a disturbance term. Homogeneity is imposed on the native skill group effects

by omitting one skill category and expressing the others as ratios with the size of the

omitted skill group.

We report results using the OLS estimator, a difference estimator, and the IV esti-

mator in differences.12 With OLS, the effect of immigration on economic outcomes is

identified from the period-by-period cross sectional correlation between relative immi-

grant stocks and employment and wage levels. This offers a basic and straightforward

point of comparison. Estimating the relationship in differences removes the influence

of the fixed effects µO
i . Identification of the effect is now from changes over time in the

12All estimates are calculated in GAUSS using DPD98 (see Arellano and Bond 1991, 1998).
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pattern of cross sectional variation. Although more robust than simple OLS, it still

has problems with measurement error and simultaneity. Combining estimation in dif-

ferences with use of instrumental variables addresses both the issues of measurement

error and simultaneity. These final estimates are calculated by GMM imposing the

moment restrictions that ∆uO
it are uncorrelated with the chosen instruments, which

in each case are three- and four-period lags of the endogenous regressors πit and nit.

Weighting of restrictions and calculation of standard errors recognises the anticipated

first order serial correlation in the differenced residuals.

In all estimated specifications we include a full set of year effects so that aggregate

time series variation is completely absorbed. We also include controls for average age

of immigrants and natives. These are taken as given in subsequent discussion. Size of

native skill groups are also entered as controls in order to allow for the effect of native

outflows.13

Tests are reported for first and second order serial correlation of residuals and

for the overidentifying restrictions implied by the choice of instruments. For all IV

estimates reported below there is clear evidence of first order serial correlation, as

should be expected given differencing of the residuals, but absence of second order

serial correlation cannot be rejected at usual significance levels. The overidentifying

restrictions are rejected in none of the specifications reported.

7 Results

Table 3 presents a series of different estimates of effects on total native employment.

OLS regression shows a slight positive relationship between employment and the im-

13We impose the assumption that equiproportionate changes in all skill groups will have no effect.

Coefficient estimates for these terms are generally not statistically significant.
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Table 3: Effect of immigration on employment
LFS 1983-2000

OLS Differences IV

Variable Coeff StdE Coeff StdE Coeff StdE

Immigrant-native ratio 0.088 0.040 -0.154 0.083 -0.070 0.096

ln advanced/unqualified 0.090 0.012 0.048 0.014 0.034 0.068

ln intermediate/unqualified 0.081 0.014 0.006 0.013 0.057 0.043

Mean native age / 100 1.933 0.480 0.170 0.255 0.186 0.391

Mean immigrant age / 100 0.198 0.101 -0.007 0.056 0.003 0.062

M1 13.805 p = 0.000 -4.059 p =0.000 -3.256 p = 0.001

M2 12.890 p = 0.000 -1.383 p = 0.167 1.283 p = 0.200

W1 χ2
5=411.023 p = 0.000 χ2

5= 24.998 p = 0.000 χ2
5= 10.014 p = 0.075

W2 χ2
17=254.827 p = 0.000 χ2

17=426.004 p = 0.000 χ2
14=337.295 p = 0.000

S χ2
3= 0.451 p = 0.930

Sample size 306 289 238

Notes:

All regressions include full set of time dummies. M1 is a test for first-order serial correlation, asymptotically

distributed as a standard normal

M2 is a test for second-order serial correlation, asymptotically distributed as a standard normal

W1 is a Wald test for joint significance of the reported regressors

W2 is a Wald test for joint significance of the unreported time dummies

S is a χ2 test of the overidentifying restrictions implied by choice of instruments underlying IV estimates

migrant native population ratio. Removing persistent correlated effects by differencing

switches the sign of the relationship, indicating that immigrants tend to be in areas

with favourable employment conditions. Immigration is now associated with a decrease

in employment. For the final and most robust of these estimates (columns 3), the hy-

pothesis of no effect can not be rejected. An increase in immigration amounting to one

per cent of the native population would lead, according to this result, to a decrease of

0.07 percentage points in the native employment rate but this estimated effect is far

from significantly different from zero at conventional levels.

A Sargan test of the overidentifying restrictions is comfortably passed (as it is in all

specifications which we estimate for the paper) and the evidence of Table 4 suggests
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Table 4: Significance of excluded instruments in first stage regression
LFS 1983-2000

Variable Wald test

Immigrant-native ratio χ2
6= 254.946 p = 0.000

ln advanced/unqualified χ2
6= 11.863 p = 0.065

ln intermediate/unqualified χ2
6= 32.374 p = 0.000

Table 5: Effect of immigration on unemployment, participation and wages
LFS 1983-2000

OLS Differences IV

Variable Coeff StdE Coeff StdE Coeff StdE

Unemployment -0.050 0.026 0.106 0.067 0.066 0.103

Participation 0.057 0.028 -0.082 0.071 -0.035 0.088

Wages 0.802 0.107 0.198 0.677 0.909 0.583

Notes:

Reported coefficients are for immigrant-native ratio. All regressions in-

clude full set of time dummies and controls for native skill group sizes and

mean native and immigrant ages.

In case of IV results, Sargan test of overidentifying restrictions fails to

reject at 5% significance level in all specifications.

that instruments do predict the endogenous regressors well, particularly the changes

in immigrant-native ratio14.

In table 5 we report similar series of regressions for other economic outcomes15.

The results in the table suggest that OLS results suggest an overly optimistic effect

of immigration on the various economic outcomes - similar to results on employment.

Again, persistency in economic conditions and immigrant concentrations explains these

14Wald tests for the irrelevance of excluded instruments reject strongly at any conventional signifi-

cance level for immigrant native ratio and the intermediate/unqualified ratio and at the 10% level for

the advanced/unqualified ratio
15In this and subsequent tables we suppress full reporting of coefficients on other regressors and

associated test statistics. These results are available on request from the authors.
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results. Eliminating this factor by estimating differences changes the sign of the re-

lationship for both unemployment and participation, suggesting a positive association

between immigration and unemployment and a negative association between immigra-

tion and participation. Coefficients are however not significantly different from zero.

The relationship between wages and immigration remains positive.

The last column presents IV results. Point estimates decrease slightly, and suggest

that there is no strong evidence of impact on native unemployment or participation

rates. Estimated wage effects are positive and substantial but the preferred IV esti-

mates are again statistically insignificant. The results for wages should be treated with

particular caution given the smaller range of years available for estimation.

Distinguishing between different education- and demographic groups

Table 6 reports separate results for workers in different education groups. Ed-

ucational classification follows the definitions in section 4. We only report estimates

obtained from the IV estimator. For the employment, unemployment and participation

regressions the dependent variable is defined as the numbers employed, unemployed and

participating in the group concerned divided by total relevant native population. This

has the interpretive advantage that the estimated coefficients (roughly16) add up to the

total effects (because of the common denominator) and therefore provide a breakdown

of the total effect across education groups.

Estimated employment, unemployment and participation effects are individually

statistically significant only for the intermediate education group - those with O-levels

but no higher - for whom the effects consistently suggest a depressive effect on labour

market activity and probability of working. Nonetheless this seems to be offset by

increasing employment of the more educationally qualified - with the net effect being

16Adding up is not exact because not all individuals in the LFS can be classified educationally but

the discrepancies are small.
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Table 6: Effect of immigration by education group
LFS 1983-2000

IV, Differences

Advanced Intermediate Unqualified

Variable Coeff StdE Coeff StdE Coeff StdE

Employment 0.111 0.068 -0.179 0.052 -0.028 0.058

Unemployment 0.001 0.044 0.098 0.043 -0.034 0.075

Participation 0.108 0.061 -0.108 0.050 -0.063 0.073

Wages 0.930 0.990 0.153 1.044 3.798 3.397

Notes:

As for Table 5

not significantly different from zero, as our aggregate results above have shown. For the

unqualified effects are very weakly determined. Albeit that the effects here are typically

not very precisely estimated, the evidence does fit with the fact that immigration

appears to have expanded the intermediate education group in particular, as discussed

in section 4.

Similar regressions for wages show consistently positive but weakly determined ef-

fects, which again are least beneficial for the group with intermediate education. The

small sample sizes on immigrants when distinguishing between populations with dif-

ferent characteristics suggest to interpret these results with caution.
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In none of these specifications have the dynamics of the relationship been explored.

We have been unable to find statistically reliable and well determined estimates of

dynamic specifications and have therefore refrained from commenting on differences

between short run and long run effects. We note however that considerations of eco-

nomic theory suggest that long run adjustments to immigration are likely to lower the

magnitude of effects and that the estimates here are likely to overestimate long run

responses.

8 Discussion and Conclusion

This paper provides a first analysis of the way immigration may affect labour market

outcomes of native workers in the UK. We commence by reviewing and discussing

the theoretical background. These considerations suggest that the effects immigration

may have on the labour market outcomes of resident workers are by no means clear-

cut: They depend most importantly on the way immigration affects the skill mix of

the resident population, as well as the way the economy may adjust to changes in the

skill mix. These considerations emphasise that drawing conclusions from e.g. U.S.

analysis for other countries, like the UK, is inappropriate, as both the composition

of immigrant inflows as well as the adjustment mechanisms differ across countries.

Moreover, theoretical considerations like those discussed in this paper assume that the

labour market is in equilibrium before and after immigration. However, migrations are

often a consequence of disequilibrium situations - for instance the large migrations to

Europe in the period between 1955 and 1973 (see Dustmann 1996 for details) were

a response to an excess demand for labour. This is likely to change the results of

any empirical investigation - again, to an extent crucially depending on the type and

magnitude of initial disequilibrium.
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The importance of careful consideration of possible differences in migration types

is illustrated in our paper. Unlike the US or some continental European countries,

immigration to the UK is not concentrated at the lower end of the skill distribution, but

immigrants (recent immigrants as well as the existing immigrant population) resemble

quite closely the skill composition of the resident native workforce. This is interesting,

and has in our view not yet received sufficient attention in the debate about possible

effects of immigration.

Empirical analysis of the effects of immigration on outcomes of native born workers

faces a number of challenges, as we do not directly observe outcomes for native born

workers that would have occurred in the absence of immigration. The approach we

follow in this paper is to use variation in immigration to different spatial areas, and to

instrument this by variation in historical settlement patterns.

Our analysis focuses on a range of labour market outcomes: employment, unem-

ployment, participation, and wages. The main result is that we find little evidence

of overall adverse effects of immigration on native outcomes. If there is evidence of

negative effects on employment in any group, then it is for those with intermediate

education levels, but this is offset in the aggregate by positive effects on employment

among the better qualified. Estimated wage effects, based on a shorter run of data,

are if anything positive but statistically poorly determined.

We have drawn attention to many weaknesses in the available data and conceptual

problems in the empirical analysis all of which should urge caution before drawing

strong conclusions. We consider our investigation as a first step in analysing this

important issue for the UK. We have repeatedly hinted at the relatively poor quality

of data available for research of this type in the UK. The possibility of accessing a finer

regional breakdown in the LFS, might for instance be one step towards an improved

analysis.
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9 Appendix: Immigration and the labour market

9.1 Labour market equilibrium

We outline here a simple model of the effect of immigration on the labour market. Let

N denote total native population and M total immigrant population. Suppose there

are two labour types, skilled and unskilled, earning wages wS and wU . Numbers of

workers of the two types are

xi = Ni + Mi, i ∈ I ≡ {S, U}

where Ni is total native workforce of the type and Mi is total immigrant workforce

of the type. Hence, assuming ratio of immigrant to native population, π = M/N , is

small,

d ln xi ' d ln Ni + βi dπ i ∈ I

where βi = (MiN/NiM) is relative skill share of immigrants. Supply of labour is then

xili(wi, p), i ∈ I, where xi is number of workers of the ith type and li(wi, p) is a labour

supply function. Capital is assumed elastically supplied at a return to capital, r, which

is fixed on world markets.

We consider two cases differing in the number of goods produced by the economy.

Either the economy produces one good in quantity y0 or two goods in quantities y0 and

y1. We denote the set of goods by J which therefore equals {0} or {0, 1}. These goods

are assumed traded and the economy small so that their prices p0 and p1 are therefore

set on world markets17.

Assuming constant returns to scale and excluding the possibility of joint produc-

tion, we write the unit cost function for the jth output as cj(wS, wU , r), j ∈ J . Letting

17In the context of regional labour markets we need only think of p being set in interregional trade.
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cj
i (wS, wU , r) denote the derivative ∂cj/∂wi, demand for the ith type of labour is there-

fore
∑

j∈J yjc
j
i by Shephard’s lemma.

Wages and outputs are determined by two equilibrium conditions. Firstly, labour

market equilibrium requires equality of demand and supply of labour ie

∑
j∈J

yjc
j
i (wS, wU , r)− xili(wi, p) = 0 i ∈ I (2)

and. secondly, firms earn zero profits and therefore

ln cj(wS, wU , r)− ln pj = 0 j ∈ J. (3)

9.2 One output good

Considering first the case with only one output, we have

d ln y0 + (ε0
SS − ηS) d ln wS + ε0

SU d ln wU = d ln xS = d ln NS + βS dπ

d ln y0 + ε0
US d ln wS + (ε0

UU − ηU) d ln wU = d ln xU = d ln NU + βU dπ

θ0
S d ln wS + θ0

U d ln wU = 0

where ε0
ij = ∂ ln c0

i /∂ ln wj denotes a labour demand elasticity, θ0
i = ∂ ln c0/∂ ln wi

denotes a factor share and ηi = ∂ ln li/∂ ln wi denotes a labour supply elasticity.

Hence, by substitution,

d ln wU =
d ln(NS/NU) + (βU − βS) dπ

(ε0
UU − ηU)− (ε0

SU +
θ0
U

θ0
S
ε0

US) + (ε0
SS − ηS)

θ0
U

θ0
S

(4)

d ln wS = −θ0
U

θ0
S

d ln wU (5)

Negativity of the denominator in (4) follows from concavity of the cost function 18

if we assume also that ηS, ηU < 0. Unskilled immigration therefore depresses unskilled

18Note that

ε0
UU − (ε0

SU +
θ0

U

θ0
S

ε0
US) + ε0

SS

θ0
U

θ0
S

=
wU

c0
U

[
c0
UU − 2

c0
U

c0
S

c0
SU +

(
c0
U

c0
S

)2

c0
SS

]
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wages and raises skilled wages. Effects on overall mean native wages depend on the

proportions of natives in the two groups. Note also that it is change in relative size

of native skill groups that matters to wages (given the assumptions of perfectly elastic

capital supply and constant returns to scale) .

Effects on employment then follow from

d ln lU = ηU d ln wU (6)

d ln lS = ηS d ln wS (7)

and clearly depend on the magnitude of labour supply elasticities. If ηU and ηS are

zero then there are no equilibrium employment effects even if wages are affected. In

particular there need be no equilibrium effect on proportion of the native population

employed unless labour supply responds to wage changes at the extensive margin.

9.3 Two output goods

Take now the case with two types of output. Considering only (3), we have

θ0
S d ln wS + θ0

U d ln wU = 0

θ1
S d ln wS + θ1

U d ln wU = 0

from which it follows immediately that d ln wU/ dπ = d ln wU/ dπ = 0. This result,

essentially an implication of the factor price equalisation theorem (Samuelson 1953),

is what Leamer and Levinsohn (1995) call factor price insensitivity. Wages are deter-

mined solely by prices through the zero profit condition. Effects on employment are

also zero in long run equilibrium.

which is a positive multiple of a quadratic form in the second derivatives of the cost function and

therefore negative.
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Rather than impacting on wages, long run effects of immigration are felt in the

output mix. These responses can also be deduced and follow from (2) given unchanged

factor prices:

ρ0
S d ln y0 + (1− ρ0

S) d ln y1 = d ln NS + βS dπ

ρ0
U d ln y0 + (1− ρ0

U) d ln y1 = d ln NU + βU dπ

where ρj
i = yjc

j
i/

∑
k∈J ykc

k
i denotes a sectoral share in a factor market. Therefore

d ln(y0/y1) =
d ln(NS/NU) + (βS − βU) dπ

ρ0
S − ρ0

U

and unskilled immigration leads to a relative expansion of the sector using unskilled

labour relatively intensively, in line with the Rybczinski (1955) theorem.

For fixed levels of output, labour market equilibrium would imply wage changes.

However these would lead to positive profits being earned in sectors using intensively

labour types which become cheaper. Output in such sectors would be expected to

expand driving back up wages and long run equilibrium will not be restored until

wages are driven back to their initial levels.

The nature of the solution in general depends upon a comparison between the

numbers of goods produced and of labour types. This observation can be generalised

beyond the case of only two labour types and can also be extended to allow for non-

traded goods19. What is at issue is the ability of the economy to respond to immigration

through flexibility in its output mix. A smaller number of traded goods mean that there

are insufficient degrees of freedom to accommodate changes in the skill mix through

changes in the output mix and wage changes are therefore nonzero even in the long

run. However with sufficient number of traded goods there is no need for immigration

to induce factor price changes.

19The relevant algebra can be drawn from trade theory models - see Ethier (1984), Woodland (1982).
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